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This season, ceramic tiles aspire to bring a harmonious balance and restful

tranquillity to settings through a sensitive mix of neutral off-white color. By

using matt finishes and porous or rustic-look tiles, tactile effects can be

achieved with a natural handcrafted look, inspiring a sense of wellbeing and

comfort. The main design styles and patterns for ceramic tiles in 2022 are into

four E’s: Essential, Emotional Care, Euphoric and Elegant.
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Following the pandemic, trends in interior design have focused on creating

cozy living spaces with a natural appeal that inspire a sense of security,

wellbeing and comfort.
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FRANICS KERE

Architect Francis Kere became the first African and the first Black architect to

win the prestigious Pritzker Architecture Prize 2022. Kere was born on 10 April

1965 in Gando, Burkina Faso, one of the world’s least educated and most

impoverished nations, a land void of clean drinking water, electricity and

infrastructure, let alone architecture. He was the first child in the village to be

sent to school as his father, the village chief, wanted his eldest son to learn how

to read and translate his letters. Since no school existed in Gando, he had to

leave his family when he was 7 years old to live with his uncle in the city. After

finishing his education, he became a carpenter and received a scholarship

from the Carl Duisberg Society to do an apprenticeship in Germany as a

supervisor in development aid. After completing the apprenticeship, he went

on to study architecture at the Technical University of Berlin, graduating in

2004.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

FRANCIS KERE

Architect Diebedo Francis Kere has won the Pritzker Architecture Prize 2022,

making him the first African and Black architect to win the prestigious award.
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Design Deconstruct (DD), a multi-disciplinary build and interior design firm

was founded by Monica Chadha in the year 2005, which later expanded into

construction with Rishabh Kapoor in the year 2014. The firm handles the

designs and execution of architectural, landscape and interior design projects,

along with the manufacturing of their own refined and customized furniture.

The firm has practical experience in the designing of residential and

commercial projects promising to bring the best visually and aesthetically

appealing spaces created with some of the best quality products.

 

Interior Designers Monica Chadha and Rishabh Kapoor of Design Deconstruct

have created a luxury farmhouse with a distinct appeal.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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